Abstract Providing high level tools for parallel programming while sustaining a high level of performance has been a challenge that techniques like Domain Specific Embedded Languages try to solve. In previous works, we investigated the design of such a DSEL-NT 2 -providing a Matlab -like syntax for parallel numerical computations inside a C++ library. In this paper, we show how NT 2 has been redesigned for shared memory systems in an extensible and portable way. The new NT 2 design relies on a tiered Parallel Skeleton system built using asynchronous task management and automatic compile-time taskification of user level code. We describe how this system can operate various shared memory runtimes and evaluate the design by using two benchmarks implementing linear algebra algorithms.
Introduction
As parallel architecture complexity increases, writing scientific applications with lowlevel languages (for example Fortran or C) becomes more difficult. It encompasses the difficulty for domain experts to read computer programs and the difficulty for software developers to maintain them efficiently. For sequential applications, the efficiency of Domain Specific Languages is well established: high-level semantics of the application domain is preserved and portability is given for any kind of computing systems. Despite their results in productivity and time savings, DSLs may involve significant costs including language learning and implementation costs. To limit these constraints, Domain Specific Embedded Languages [28, 39] have been proposed.
DSELs are languages nested inside a host language; they are compiled or interpreted according to the host language ecosystem.
In [25] , a C++ library that uses such a solution has been proposed. This library called NT 2 -the Numerical Template Toolbox-combines template meta-programming techniques [1] and generative programming [20] inside a Matlab inspired DSEL. But while NT 2 provided a simple shared memory system and proper exploitation of SIMD instruction sets, problems remained. First, the extensibility of NT 2 was limited by the hard-coding of each architectural component. Secondly, its shared memory system only manages thread-based loop parallelization. As the execution of an arbitrary algorithm containing multiple independent matrix operations can be significantly improved if these operations were performed at the same time, using a task-based runtime may improve performance over a trivial data parallel implementation of such a library.
In this work, we describe how NT 2 was redesigned to take into account task based parallelism in shared memory environments and how this shared memory support has been upgraded to use a tiered parallel skeletons system for handling task parallelism in a generic way 1 . The rest of this paper is organized as follow: Sect. 2 briefly describes the NT 2 API and implementation techniques; Sect. 3 describes the parallel skeleton system that has been implemented and how it interacts with the NT 2 compile-time expression system. Section 4 describes how those skeletons can support asynchronous taskification. Finally, Sect. 5 evaluates performance on two benchmarks and we discuss related works, our results and future perspectives in Sects. 6 and 7.
The NT Library
NT 2 -the Numerical Template Toolbox-is a C++ library designed to help nonspecialists from various fields to develop high performance applications [24] . To provide a general purpose API, NT 2 implements a sub set of the Matlab language as a DSEL within C++ while providing a high level of performance. The main data structure in NT 2 is the template class table representing the equivalent of a matrix in Matlab. Specificities like one-based indexing, dimensions handling and reshaping operations are preserved.
Listing 1 presents an example code that calculates the root mean square deviation between two arrays.
In this sample code, note the first-class semantics of the table object on which global operations can be applied, the use of _ as a replacement of Matlab colon (:) operator and the availability of utility functions like numel and size behaving as their Matlab counterparts. More than 80 % of core Matlab functionalities are provided along with an additional C++ based interface for compatibility with standard algorithms and major Boost libraries [21] . NT 2 relies on three kinds of optimizations: instruction level parallelism via the implicit usage of SIMD extensions with Boost.SIMD [23] , thread-level parallelism using OpenMP or TBB and Expression Templates.
Expression Templates [40, 41] is a well known technique implementing a form of delayed evaluation in C++ [36] . This idiom allows the construction at compile-time of a C++ type representing the abstract syntax tree (AST) associated with an arbitrary statement. This is done by overloading functions and operators according to those types so they return a lightweight object whose type represents the current operation in the AST being built instead of performing any kind of computation. Once reconstructed, functions can be used to transform this AST into arbitrary code fragments (see Fig. 1 ).
While Expression Templates should not be limited to the sole purpose of removing temporaries and memory allocations from C++ code, few projects actually go further. The complexity of the boilerplate code is usually as big as the actual library code, making such tools hard to maintain and extend. To reduce those difficulties, Niebler proposed a C++ compiler construction toolkit for embedded languages called Boost.Proto [32] . It allows developers to specify grammars and semantic actions for DSELs and provides a semi-automatic generation of all the template structures needed to perform the AST capture. Compared to hand-written expressions templatesbased DSELs, designing a new embedded language with Boost.Proto is done at a higher level of abstraction by designing and applying transforms (functions operating on the DSEL statements using pattern matching). NT 2 uses Boost.Proto as its expression template engine and replaces the classical direct walk-through of the compile-time AST by the execution of a mixed compile-time/runtime algorithm over a Boost.Proto standardized AST structure. This composability reduces the difficulty of designing complex parallel programs as any combination of skeletons is viable by design. The other main advantage of skeletons is the fact that the actual synchronization and scheduling of a skeleton's parallel task is encapsulated within the skeleton. Once a skeleton semantics is defined, programmers do not have to specify how synchronizations and scheduling happen. This has two implications: first, skeletons can be specified in an abstract manner and encapsulate architecture specific implementation; second, the communications/computations patterns are known in advance and can be optimized [4, 22] .
Even if a large number of skeletons has been proposed in the literature [17, 31] , NT 2 focuses on three data-oriented skeletons:
• transform that applies an arbitrary operation to each (or certain) element(s) of an input table and stores the result in an output table.
• fold that applies a partial reduction of the elements of an input table to a given table dimension and stores the result in an output table.
• scan that applies a prefix scan of the elements of an input table to a given table dimension and stores the result in an output table.
Those skeletons are tied to families of loop-nest that can or cannot be nested. Those families are:
• elementwise loop nests that represent loop nests implementable via a call to transform and which can only be nested with other elementwise operations. • reduction loop nests that represent loop nests implementable via a call to fold. Successive reductions are not generally nestable as they can operate on different dimensions but can contain a nested elementwise loop nest.
• prefix loop nests that represent loop nests implementable via a call to scan. Successive prefix scans, like reductions, are not nestable but can contain nested elementwise loop nests.
Those families of loop nests are used to tag functions provided by NT 2 so that the type of the operation itself can be introspected to determine its loop nest family. As the AST of an arbitrary expression containing at least one NT 2 custom terminal (mainly table or _) is being built at compile-time, the AST construction function has to take care of separating expressions requiring non-nestable loop nests by fetching the loop nest family associated with the current top-most AST node. As an example, Fig. 2 shows how the expression A = B/sum(C+D) is built and split into sub-ASTs handled by a single type of skeleton.
The split ASTs are logically chained by the extra temporary variable inserted in the right-hand side of the first AST and as the left-hand size of the second. The life-cycle management of this temporary is handled by a C++ shared pointer and ensures that the data computed when crossing AST barrier lives long enough. Notice that, as the C+D AST is an elementwise operation, it stays nested inside the sum node. NT 2 then uses the nestability of parallel skeletons to call the SIMD and/or scalar version of each skeleton involved in a serie of statements to recursively and hierarchically exploit the target hardware. At the end of the compilation, each NT 2 expression has been turned into the proper serie of nested loop nests using combinations of OpenMP, SIMD and scalar code.
Our proposal is to use the automatic AST splitting system to derive a dependency graph between those statements and turn this graph into a runtime managed list of coarse-grained tasks. To do so, we need to investigate which kind of runtime support fits those requirements and how to integrate this runtime in the current NT 2 skeleton based code.
Task-Based Runtime for Shared Memory Systems
In order to exploit inter-statement parallelism, NT 2 requires a runtime that allows a proper level of performance, supports nestability and limits the cost of synchronization. Tasking [7] or asynchronous programming is a such a model. Available in several projects relating to task runtimes such as TBB [35] , OmpSs [7] , HPX [29] , Quark [43] or OpenMP (3.0 and 4.0 specifications) [34] , this model is able to generate and process an arbitrary task graph on various architectures while minimizing synchronization.
The second point is the nestability. To keep the NT 2 skeleton high level model, we need to use an implementation of tasking supporting such composable calls. Traditionally, low-level thread-based parallelism often suffers from a lack of composability as it relies on procedural calls that only work with a global view of the program.
Another interface for such a tasking model is the Future programming model [8, 26] that has been integrated by the 2011 C++ Standard [37] . A Future is an object holding a value which may become available at some point in the future. This value is usually the result of some other computation but is usually created without waiting for the completion of the computation. Futures allow for composable parallel programs as they can be passed around parallel function calls as simple value semantic objects and have their actual contents be requested in a non-blocking or blocking way depending on context.
HPX-A Parallel Runtime System for Applications of any Scale
HPX [29] is a general purpose C++ runtime system for parallel and distributed applications of any scale. For the purpose of the described work, HPX was integrated as a backend for NT 2 , providing the task-based runtime used for the presented results. HPX represents an innovative mixture of a global system-wide address space, fine grain parallelism, and lightweight synchronization combined with implicit, work queue based, message driven computation, full semantic equivalence of local and remote execution, and explicit support for hardware accelerators through percolation.
The design of the API exposed by HPX is aligned as much as possible with the latest C++ 11 Standard [37] , the (draft) C++ 14 Standard [38] , and related proposals to the standardization committee [16, 33, 42] . HPX implements all interfaces defined by the C++ Standard related to multi-threading (such as future, thread, mutex, or async) in a fully conforming way on top of its own user-level threading system. These interfaces were accepted for ISO standardization after a wide community based discussion and since then have proven to be effective tools for managing asynchrony. HPX seeks to extend these concepts, interfaces, and ideas embodied in the C++ 11 threading package to distributed and data-flow programming use cases. Nevertheless, HPX makes every possible effort to keep all of the implementation fully conforming to C++ , which ensures a high degree of code and performance portability.
The AST generated during the automatic taskification step explicitly describes the data dependencies of the original expression. We use the asynchronous threading API of HPX to execute all tasks in proper sequence as defined by the AST. Each of the tasks is launched as a separate (lightweight) HPX thread using hpx::async generating a hpx::future which represents the expected result of each of the tasks. HPX additionally exposes facilities allowing to compose Futures sequentially and in parallel.
• Sequential composition is achieved by calling a Future's member function f .then(g) which attaches a given function g to the Future object f . Here, this member function returns a new Future object representing the result of the attached continuation function g. The function will be (asynchronously) invoked whenever the Future f becomes ready. Sequential composition is the main mechanism for sequentially executing several tasks, where this sequence of tasks can still run in parallel with any other task.
• Parallel composition is implemented using the utility function when_all( f 1, f 2, ...) which returns yet another Future object. The returned Future object becomes ready whenever all argument Future objects f 1, f 2, etc. have become ready. Parallel composition is the main building block for fork-join style task execution, where several tasks are executed in parallel but all of them must finish running before other tasks could be scheduled.
We use these composition facilities to create task dependencies which mirror the data dependencies described by the generated AST. Here, the Future objects represent the terminal nodes and their combination represents the edges and the intermediate nodes of the AST.
HPX' lightweight threading system imposes relative low overhead and allows to create and schedule a large number of tasks (up to several million concurrent tasks). This efficiency combined with the semantics of Futures which allow to directly express the generated AST as an execution tree generated at runtime, provides a solid base for a highly efficient auto-parallelization.
Integration in NT 2
The NT 2 integration is done by:
• Making a generic implementation of Futures. Although NT 2 uses HPX as a prime backend for task parallelism, most systems tend to use runtimes like OpenMP or TBB. Thus we implement a Future class template that acts as a generic template wrapper which maps the current runtime choice to its proper task implementation and related functions.
• Adapting current skeletons for taskification. NT 2 skeletons have been modified so their internal implementation rely on Futures and asynchronous calls. To do so, NT 2 skeletons now use a task-oriented implementation by using a worker/spawner
Fig. 3 Taskification of an AST-Previous compile decomposition into multiple statement is augmented with the insertion of an asynchronous pipeline between the auto-generated statements
model. The worker is a function object containing a function call operator that takes a range as parameter and processes it with all the possible optimizations.
The spawner is a function template which acts as the parallel skeleton: it invokes multiple workers by binding them appropriately to tasks depending on the kind of skeleton required in a given statement.
• Adding task management to NT 2 . Last part of this implementation relies on the process of chaining the asynchronous tasks generated by the various skeletons spawned from a given set of ASTs. This is done by implementing a Future-based pipeline skeleton that explicitly defines the different dependencies required for the evaluation of expressions. Pipelines are then created between temporary ASTs and between sub-slices of pre-existing arrays. Figure 3 shows the final task layout of the simple A = B / sum(C+D) expression. The expression is parallelized using both the worker/spawner model to take advantage of the data-oriented parallelism inside the array evaluation, and pipelines between the two sub-AST generated by the split skeleton.
Instruction Level Parallelism is maintained by using SIMD-optimized workers when it is possible, thus delivering proper performance from the data-parallel layer.
Optimization across statement boundaries is the main benefit of our task generation system. They enable us to preserve data locality, thus ensuring optimal memory accesses. Such optimizations are often difficult to perform with classical expression templates as they can only statically access the statement's structure.
Performance Results
This section presents two benchmarks to give an idea of the performance of NT 2 . Those benchmarks were run over multiple executions (around 50 for each table size) from which the median execution time has been kept as the end result. Those tests were run on different machines:
• Mini-Titan composed of two sockets of Intel Core Westmere processors with 6 cores, 2 × 24GB of RAM and a 12MB L3 Cache. Code is compiled using g++-4.7 and SSE4.2 instructions • Lyra composed of eight sockets of AMD Istanbul processors with 6 cores, 128
GB of RAM and a 5MB L3 cache. Code is compiled using g++-4.7 and SSE4a instructions
Inter-Statement Optimization
The Black & Scholes algorithm [10] Since the Black & Scholes algorithm is a sequence of transforms encapsulating elementary operations, a minimum table size is required to get some efficiency. This benchmark is then evaluated using single-precision floating-point tables with out-of-cache sizes ranging from 64 to 1024 M. As the performance by element changes slowly with the problem size (in the order of one cycle per element), we used cycles/element as measurement unit and kept the medium value over samples corresponding to one implementation. Figure 4 indicates that Black & Scholes spends more cycles in Lyra than in MiniTitan (×1.75 for the scalar version). Given that Black & Scholes is mostly memory bound, the hardware of the target platform can have a significant impact on the execution time. Mini-Titan's last level cache size (L3 cache) is more than twice the size of the Lyra's one. Thus for a fixed-sized problem there are less cache misses with Mini-Titan than Lyra meaning less time spent on transferring data to or from memory. Besides, Fig. 4 shows that the NT 2 implementation is better than the SIMD version with performance factor gains of 4 in Mini-Titan and 6 in Lyra. As we used all the processing units, the theoretical performance factor gain should be respectively 12 and 48 when ignoring the communication and synchronization latencies. Thus we can outline a real lack of scalability due to the implicit inter-statement barriers.
We then integrate the pipeline optimization and compare this NT 2 version with the one that keeps the barriers. Figure 5 shows that the version with barriers is still better than the new version but its scalability doesn't progress with the grain size parameter. The pipelined version is not optimal for small grain sizes but progresses relatively well when this parameter increases. Since HPX uses the First Come First Served rule as a thread scheduling policy, the data locality is not preserved when walking through a pipeline of transforms.
Thus, the one-dependency continuation (future::then method) is optimized by integrating the following conditions:
• The Future is not ready -a callback is attached to the Future, so that the thread solving the Future executes its corresponding continuation.
• The Future is ready -the thread instantiating the continuation executes it immediately However some problems can still arise while building a task graph during the execution. For example, the execution of a task can be completed before its continuation is instantiated. In this situation, the thread which has executed the task will choose a new one from the work queue. The continuation of the first task will then be executed by the wrong thread losing some memory locality. To keep this locality, the computational complexity of a task must be sufficient (ex: Matrix-Vector product) to ensure an optimal scheduling.
Task-Oriented Skeletons
We assess the efficiency of NT 2 Future-based task management by implementing the tiled version of LU factorization. Inspired by PLASMA 2 , this algorithm adapts the regular LU factorization to fit in multicore architectures. It enables fine granularity by decomposing the whole calculation into dependent units of work that operate on square portions of a matrix. This leads naturally to a directed acyclic graph (DAG) representation that is easily translatable into a Future implementation.
As a first step, we perform the benchmark on Mini-Titan. Figures 6, 7 and 8 show that the regular version of LU (Intel MKL) is better than the tiled version (PLASMA and NT 2 ). The key reason is that Mini-Titan is composed of only 2 NUMA domains and thus offers a perfect environment where the effect of synchronization points can be considered as negligible.
As a second step, we perform the benchmark on Lyra. Figures 9, 10 and 11 show that the tiled version of LU is now better than the regular version. Since the benchmark is performed in a machine composed of multiple 6 core NUMA domains, the performance of the MKL version drops around 20 cores because of memory transactions involving more than 3 NUMA domains (18 cores). By conception, the tiled version uses asynchronism to hide these transactions and then scales better. In those two cases, the scalability of the NT 2 implementation is very close to the PLASMA version for a large range of problem sizes. 
Related Work
Various systems and libraries have been proposed to solve the issues described above.
• eSkel [9, 18] (The Edinburgh Skeleton Library) is a C library based on MPI which provides both a programming model and an API focused on parallel skeletons. Like with NT 2 , eSkel has studied the pipeline skeleton idiom in order to define the interactions between skeleton calls within a sequence. The problem with eSkel lies in the lack of expressiveness with its API forcing the user to be relatively familiar with MPI.
• Muesli [17] (The Muenster Skeleton Library) is a C++ template library that exploits both MPI and OpenMP to implement task and data parallel skeletons. The data parallel layer is based on distributed data structures (arrays, matrices and sparse matrices) which are split into sub-slices; each sub-slice being attributed to one MPI process. Currently, the difference with NT 2 is that Muesli does not take advantage of OpenMP tasking features since the API is only for the data parallel layer.
• Muskel [3] is a Java skeleton framework targeting clusters and grids of workstations. The last version of Muskel provides an extended environment for multicore architectures including a method to manage Macro Dataflow (equivalent of task graphs) on top of a dedicated runtime. Muskel's approach in which skeletons are automatically transformed into task graphs is similar to that of NT 2 .
• STAPL [6] (Standard Template Adaptive Parallel Library) is a C++ library based on components similar to the sequential ISO C++ Standard library. The library provides parallel equivalents of C++ containers (pContainers) and algorithms (pAlgorithms) that interacts through ranges (pRange). It provides support for shared and distributed memory architectures and includes a complete runtime system and rules to easily extend the library and optimization tools. STAPL uses a system similar to HPX' Futures but based on their own runtime.
• SaC [27] (Single Assignment C) is a C-inspired array language that supports multidimensional arrays as first class objects. SaC incorporates implicit thread-based parallelization using a specific compiler. NT 2 has similar features but relies on taskbased parallelization and a DSEL (requiring only the C++ compiler).
• Chapel [14] is a full-fledged programming language developed by Cray to simplify parallel programming. Chapel uses abstractions for data parallelism with objects named Arrays which are equivalent to Tables in NT 2 . Abstractions for task parallelism are represented by Synchronization variables which correspond to the Future idiom.
• ELI [15] is an APL-inspired array language which uses an ELI-to-C compiler to generate a C code with OpenMP. The difference with NT 2 is that ELI needs an external environment for the code generation process whereas NT 2 only uses C++ language features and libraries.
• FastFlow [5] is a general-purpose C++ programming framework that provides a subset of parallel skeletons built in a tiered way on top of their tasking system. The main difference with NT 2 is that FastFlow's skeleton set is centered around extensibility while NT 2 restricts its skeleton set in the context of designing an arraybased DSEL.
• PaRSEC [11] (or DAGuE) is a generic framework developed by the ICL at the University of Tennessee that can be used to extract data-flow patterns from a sequential C Code, generating a DAG representation at compile-time. PaRSEC uses a dedicated runtime to instantiate the DAG in the form of computation tasks. The difference with NT 2 is that in PaRSEC the user is responsible of most of the stages in the tool chain such as the inspection of the generated task graphs.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an implementation of an automatic taskification system which enables the extraction of asynchronism from high level DSEL statements. This system is then used to implement an efficient shared memory support inside a C++ numerical library called NT 2 . Results show that the implementation of skeletons allows inter-statement optimizations and thus reduces one of the usual limitation of Expression Templates based systems. Current works aim to provide a larger support of shared memory runtimes by using wrappers for systems like OmpSs. On a broader scope, we also want to extent this system to distributed memory machines by keeping the Future based implementation and using different asynchronous runtimes for large scale systems like Charm++ [30] or STAPL [12] .
